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G.R. #95
A Resolution to Honor Outstanding Senators from the 2018-19 Senate

Whereas, the following senators have gone above and beyond their duties during the 2018-19 academic year;

Beth Solomon, for stepping in as Vice President and running senate meetings like a taskmaster when the Vice President was unable to attend;

Kathy Ehlert, for taking ownership of the agenda, writing excellent meeting minutes, filling in for various duties, and serving on senate committees;

John Porter, Grant Allard, Kien Pham, Sarah Beadle, and Timothy Anglea, for their initiative and work on restructuring GSG;

Rodney Colón-Reyes, Emily Knight, and Calvin Norman, for creating and advancing the graduate student life committee, resulting in significant interaction with university administration;

Jessica Britt for serving on multiple committees and leading the parking committee, and Bridget Blood, for creating the parking committee and leading the health services committee - both senators also chose to take leadership roles in the GTG committee (Save some positions for the rest of us!);

Stephanie Schenck and John Sherwood, for their work on the Graduate Travel Grant (GTG), such as securing an additional $20,000 for the GTG budget compared to the 2017-18 academic year;

Nick Byrd, Erik Antonio, Miles Maynard, Diane Dotson, Megan Gaston, and Kaitlyn Samons, for stepping up in the early spring and taking on committee leadership roles within the trial committee structure;

Therefore, Be it Resolved by the Clemson Graduate Student Senate assembled in regular session,
That the above senators be formally named “Distinguished Senator” for the 2018-19 academic year;

That the above senators be informally named “Super Senator” for the 2018-19 academic year;

____________________________
Bryce Conti, Graduate Student President

____________________________
Cody Woods, President of the Senate